
Davey’s CF ISOspec pumps are providing peace of mind for an innovative 
Aussie business in Victoria, as well as its customers across the country.
When the fire sprinklers go off in a building, the water 
they spray to douse the flames is driven by the kind of 
fire pump system that is built by Jason Hassett and his 
team at Hass Pumps in Corio, near Geelong in Victoria. 

The fire pump is a key element in a fire system. Each and 
every fire pump system is tailor made to match the size 
and fire risk of the building it’s going into. Then, if a fire is 
detected the pumps can reliably dump huge volumes of 
water through the sprinkler or deluge system heads.

The systems are required in buildings ranging from residential 
high rises to warehousing facilities, where they protect goods 
often valued into the millions, and more importantly, human 
life. The pump set is part of a broader fire protection program 
that can easily be worth hundreds of thousands of dollars and 
which needs to comply with strict and complex regulations.

A single fire pump system from Hass includes two pumps: 
an electric driven pump and a diesel pump. In many 
instances, electricity may still be available to drive the first 
pump when an isolated fire breaks out, but the second 
pump is ready to go if the power goes off or has to be 
disconnected by firefighters. Depending on the size of the 
job, Jason produces single, double and even triple sets.

Jason has been choosing Davey pumps for most 
of his sets for the past seven years because he 
knows the product is extremely reliable.

“Reliability is crucial. If there’s a fire, they’ve got to 
go! There are cheaper options and that’s all well 
and good when there’s not a fire, but when the 
joint’s about to erupt they’ve got to work.”

Through the 90s and early 2000s Jason was working as 
a diesel mechanic for an engine manufacturer, but he’d 
long nursed a dream of starting his own business. In 
2001 he set out on his own, initially offering servicing 
of diesel engine fire pumps. He chose the fire sector 
because it was a growing segment in his area. 

While he started out in servicing – which remains part 
of his business – Jason pretty quickly discovered that 
customers were looking for better fire pump options. In 
fact, his manufacturing business got its start when one of 
his service customers asked him to put together a quote.

“The competition was either really big multinationals 
with high prices thanks to high overheads, or operations 
that weren’t always reliable in terms of quality, so 
customers were looking for an alternative,” Jason says. 

Today Jason employs 30 staff in pump manufacture, 
water storage (tanks) and service. He works with fire 
solutions companies which install pumps, extinguishers 
and sprinklers in commercial and residential premises, 
though his primary niche is in warehousing. His pump 
systems can be found in some of the country’s biggest 
warehouses, including Bunnings stores across Australia. 

DAVEY INNOVATION CASE STUDY

Customer Hass Pumps
Location Corio, Victoria
Davey Product Davey ISOspec CF pumps and 
 Davey VM vertical multistage pumps
Main Use Fire sets for commercial premises,  
 especially warehouses
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Trusting the pump you never want to use
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Davey products are assembled in Melbourne and 
go through stringent testing. When you install 
a Davey, you have the support of an Australian 
brand – with local training and expertise.

daveywater.com | 1300 232 839

The Davey Solution
Jason had been using a different brand for his 
pump components, but when his customers started 
reporting problems with the impellers in their pumps, 
he knew he had to make a change, and fast.

“The pump is at the heart of the solution. It has to work,” 
he says. “When the system is triggered it delivers up to 150 
litres of water per second. About six or seven years ago we 
started getting issues with the pumps we’d been using, 
and the warranty claims were really difficult to resolve. 

“We looked to Davey because we knew it was a reputable 
brand, and because Davey knows fire products. Davey 
is right here in Melbourne, the sales reps were fantastic 
and we have an easy working relationship with them, 
with no issues with the Davey product to this day. What 
Davey offers is reliability of supply, easy operation, quality 
materials and products that are designed to be easy to 
work on when maintenance or servicing is required.”

Jason says his customers recognise the Davey brand 
and are reassured to know their Hass product 
uses premium componentry. Beyond this, Jason 
says the Davey approach matches his own.

“It’s about quality and service. There’s a synergy with how 
we work together. My customers expect the best from me, 
and I expect the best from my suppliers. I am straight up and 
down with my customers and that’s how Davey is with me.”

Jason uses about 20 different Davey pump models in his 
products, depending on the job specification, mostly from 
the CF ISOspec and VM ranges. The CF range, adaptable 
for electric or diesel use, is an ISOspec range of bareshaft 
pumps designed for easy pump maintenance and removal of 
rotating components. The VM range is a hard-working, efficient 
and high-quality range of electric motor driven pumps.

The pumps are tested regularly and the whole 
system is serviced annually. A fire pump system 
has a life expectancy of 20-30 years.

Key Advantages to working with Davey
 > Local team 
 > Wide product range to suit customer specifications
 > Easy-to-use Davey software helps Hass 
select the right pumps for the job

 > Product reliability and genuine warranty support
 > Very high-quality manufacture and design

Davey’s e-select software package is a specialised 
guided selection tool for commercial pumps. It allows 
Jason to enter the flow rate and pressure he needs, 
along with information about the size and fire risk 
of the space he’s building the system for, then it 
offers up recommendations on the best pumps.

“It is very easy to use,” Jason says. “It helps me choose 
the right pump to ensure the customer gets what they 
need, without over-specing which can add to costs.”

Jason currently produces about 120 made-to-order units 
per year and he expects the fire industry to continue to 
grow as Australia’s infrastructure boom continues. 

For more information on the Davey commercial 
water solutions please contact:

David Potts | Business Development Manager - Victoria 
dpotts@davey.com.au | 0407 447 038

Hem Prakash | Commercial Business Manager 
hprakash@davey.com.au | 0408 374 056


